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In recent years, the treatment for petrochemical wastewater has become a problematic 
issue and gained a wide concern. Compared with conventional treatment options such 
as chemical methods, coagulation and adsorption, advanced oxidation processes 
（AOPs）pose various advantages such as high reaction rate and high efficiency in 
removing refractory pollutants, and thus attracted public attention. In this study, four 
commonly used AOPs including UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2, UV/PS and photo-Fenton were 
conducted to investigate the feasibility in petrochemical wastewater treatment. Results 
showed that the TOC removal rate for UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2, UV/PS and photo-Fenton 
process reached 33.5% (6.0 g/L H2O2), 9.5% (0.2 g/L TiO2), 19.1% (5.4 g/L PS) and 
77.0% (6.1 g/L H2O2 and 0.45 g/L Fe
2+) within 2 h under the same light intensity (1.5 
mW/cm2), respectively. Based on the removal rate of TOC, first-order rate constant 
and economical cost comparison in the literature, photo-Fenton was recommended as 
an alternative oxidation approach for petrochemical wastewater treatment. The key 
and essential factors including H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio, H2O2/Fe
2+ dosage, pH, water 
samples’ dilution and light intensity were studied to optimize the photo-Fenton 
process. The results showed that optimized conditions for photo-Fenton were pH at 
3.0, dilution fold at 10, H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio of 150, H2O2 dosage of 40 g/L, Fe
2+ 
dosage of 0.45 g/L, UV dosage of 1.5 mW/cm2. Meanwhile, the maximum TOC and 
COD removal rate could reach to 77% and 89%, respectively. Moreover, the 
biodegradability ratio was increased from 0.17 to 0.35 through photo-Fenton process, 
which is favorable for subsequent biological treatment. In addition, a simple kinetic 
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analysis was carried out based on TOC and COD removal. The kinetic model analysis 
indicated that a pseudo-first-order equation can be used to describe well the 
photo-Fenton process. 
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Petrochemical wastewater contains high concentration of biodegradable compounds 
that pose some degree of either toxicity or activity inhibition on the biological 
treatment unit (Wise & Fahrenthold, 1981). The disposal of petrochemical wastewater 
is a problematic issue in petrochemical industries. Compared with other treatment 
options, biological treatment of wastewater is often the most cost-effective alternative. 
However, it is limited by the presence of toxic substances (e.g. high concentrations of 
NH4
+and heavy metals such as Cr3+) and recalcitrant organics. Advanced oxidation 
processes (AOPs) have proved to be an effective technology for treating hazardous 
organics and recalcitrant pollutants. AOPs mainly rely on the generation of hydroxyl 
radicals, highly reactive species, which could react with most of hazardous and 
non-degradable organic compounds (Papadopoulos, Fatta, & Loizidou, 2007). 
 
It has been reported that AOPs has been applied in various types of wastewater 
treatment, including olive wastewater, pulp and texture wastewater, landfill leachate. 
Moreover, a good performance for pollutant removal and support for post treatment 
could be achieved. Meanwhile, AOPs are affected by many factors, such as oxidant 
dosage, UV dosage, pH and anion concentration, which can affect the pollutants 
removal and treatment efficiency. However, until now, there is still little information 
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about AOPs applied in petrochemical wastewater treatment, especially in 
comprehensive selection of AOPs methods. In addition, a systematic investigation of 
related factors also needs to be further explored. 
 
1.2 Objective and scope of study 
 
The first aim of this work was to investigate and compare the performance of several 
oxidation processes (UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2, UV/persulfate and photo-Fenton) to remove 
total organic carbon (TOC) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) of petroleum 
refinery wastewater. The biodegradability (in terms of BOD5/COD ratio) change of 
wastewater was also investigated in order to assess the feasibility for post 
conventional biological treatment. Then based on the pollutant removal and first-order 
rate constants, economic cost analysis in the literatures for different oxidation process 
was also introduced and summarized to comprehensively investigate the feasibility of 
practical wastewater treatment. Since photo-Fenton was the oxidation processes that 
led to the best results in preliminary comparison experiment, and a better cost 
effective, it was further investigated in more details. Moreover, the key operational 
variables such as pH, molar ratio, H2O2 and Fe
2+ concentrations, light intensity were 
optimized through batch experiments. This research could provide basic proof for cost 
effectiveness comparison with other processes and some basic operational parameters 




A summary of the various phases of the study is shown in Figure 1.1. As can be seen, 
preliminary comparison experiment, economic cost analysis and optimization 
experiment were included in this research.  
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of technical route in this research 
1.3 Main Innovation Points 
 
1) The comprehensive oxidation process comparisons for petrochemical wastewater 
treatment are still little discussed. More important, the very essential questions 
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related to the cost comparison in practical application for different treatment 
methods have been little studied, which involved with the possibility of methods 
in practical application. In this research, four commonly used methods (UV/H2O2, 
UV/TiO2, UV/PS and photo-Fenton) for wastewater treatment were conducted to 
assess the feasibility and screen the suitable method for further study, economic 
analysis among them were also summarized and compared. 
 
2) For AOPs treatment, the key factors such as pH, oxidant dosage, and UV dosage 
could cause a great effect on wastewater treatment efficiency and are always 
recognized as essential parameters in process design of wastewater treatment 
system. These operational factors in practical wastewater treatment process were 
systematically explored in this research. Furthermore, the reaction kinetic was 
also studied. In summary, this work presented a systematic comparison and 










CHAPTER 2      LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
2.1 The need for petrochemical wastewater treatment 
 
Petroleum refinery effluents (PRE) containing various hazardous compounds can 
cause an adverse effect on the ecosystem if discharged into the environment directly. 
Due to the increasing global energy demand, greater exploration and exploitation of 
the raw material (crude oil) will continue in the near future. The direct consequence is 
that 33.6 million barrels per day (MBPD) will be generated in the world according to 
the survey. The need to satisfy the ever-increasing global energy demand, (Doggett & 
Rascoe, 2009), makes the generation of PRE globally important issues. Inevitably, 
large amount of PRE would be generated under the crude oil production (Coelho et al., 
2006). According to the report, a total of 33.6 mbpd of effluent is generated in the 
world (Doggett and Rascoe, 2009). According to the predication, world oil 
consumption will account for 32% of the world’s energy supply by 2030 (Marcilly, 
2003). In summary, PRE will continually be produced to meet the energy demand and 
will cause a great threat to water environment and even human health. 
 
PRE can vary greatly due to the differences of oil refinery, process system, and 
operation procedures in the production (Saien and Nejati, 2007). But once discharged 




Some researches indicated that PRE are priority pollutants due to the relatively high 
polycyclic aromatics contents, which are non-degradable and toxic in the environment 
(Mrayyana and Battikhi, 2005; Wake, 2005). Moreover, the compositions of PRE are 
very complex with varied concentrations. For example, oil and grease are sticky, and 
can cause unpleasant odors and corroding sewer lines, especially under anaerobic 
conditions (Chen et al., 1999; Xu and Zhu, 2004). In addition, they will also cause 
severe impact on unit operations in municipal wastewater treatment plants.  
 
Besides that, PRE also contain phenolic compounds which can cause a significant 
threat to the environment due to their extreme toxicity bioaccumulation and 
non-degradability (Kavitha and Palanivelu, 2004). They could also lead to 
considerable damages and threaten the eco-system in water bodies, even human health 
according to researches (Abdelwahab et al., 2009; Lathasree et al., 2004; Pardeshi and 
Patil, 2008; Yang et al., 2008). Therefore, it’s very necessary and urgent to treat 
petrochemical wastewater and ensure a good water quality in the long run. 
 
In this case, an alternative wastewater treatment technique is photocatalytic 
degradation, a process that potentially mineralizes all of the organic components to 
small fragments. However, available information in the literature is a little scarce for 
PRE treatment by these processes, and thus this largely limits the industrial 
application of the processes in refinery treatment plants. Moreover, optimization of 
the process parameters needs further exploration. 
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2.2 The introduction and application of AOPs in wastewater treatment 
 
The presence of toxic and refractory substances in industrial and municipal 
wastewater always affects the conventional treatment process through inhibiting the 
microorganism growth or decreasing the biodegradability of wastewater. Therefore，
alternative treatment technologies which can mineralize or transform these 
compounds into smaller or non-toxic substances, are essential for the treatment of 
some special types of wastewaters. Due to the high reaction rate, non-selectivity 
characteristics, the ability to remove recalcitrant pollutants, and relatively low cost, 
AOPs achieved more and more attention among these methods in recent years. It have 
been demonstrated that AOPs can be used to treat wastewater containing various 
refractory organic compounds such as pesticides, pharmaceuticals and endocrine 
disrupting chemicals. Furthermore, AOPs have been used as biological pretreatment 
process due to the fact that direct biological treatment is difficult, even impossible to 
degrade and remove refractory organics (Stasinakis, 2008). 
 
The main mechanism of AOPs function is the generation of highly reactive free 
radicals. As reported, hydroxyl radical is one of the most reactive free radical. It has 
been demonstrated that hydroxyl radicals (HO•) are effective in destroying organic 
chemicals. Compared with conventional oxidants such as Cl2, O3, H2O2 or KMnO4, 
they have a high standard oxidation potential of 2.80 V and exhibit faster rates of 
oxidation reactions (Gogate & Pandit, 2004a). The reaction mechanism simplified is 
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shown as follows: the hydroxyl radicals can attack organic chemicals by radical 
addition (Eq. 1), hydrogen abstraction (Eq. 2) and electron transfer (Eq. 3). It should 
be noted that R refers to the reacting organic compound here.   
R + HO• → ROH (1) 
R + HO• → R• + H2O (2) 
Rn + HO• → Rn-1 + OH- (3)    
 
From the viewpoint of broad definition, many treatment methods are classified into 
AOPs. In practical research and application, AOPs always combine strong oxidizing 
reagents (e.g H2O2, O3) with catalysts (e.g. TiO2) and irradiation (e.g. UV) to enhance 
the pollutant removal and increase the biodegradability ratio of wastewaters. 
 
Among different available AOPs, UV/TiO2, UV /H2O2, UV/PS and Fenton process 
seem to be the most popular technologies for wastewater treatment confirmed by large 
amount of data available in the literature. The methods mentioned above have been 
conducted in various types of wastewater, including pharmacy wastewater, dye 
wastewater, pulp and texture wastewater (Comninellis et al., 2008; Salokannel et al., 
2007), some of which have achieved a good performance for pollutant removal in 
lab-scale experiment. Compared with conventional treatment options such as 
coagulation/flocculation, activated carbon adsorption and membrane techniques, 
AOPs have various advantages. AOPs could be effective in degrading refractory 
organic compounds and capable of complete mineralization of organic compounds to 
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CO2. Moreover, AOPs is not susceptible to the presence of toxic chemicals, and 
normally produce environmental friendly end products. More important is that AOPs 
can be used to pre-treat toxic compounds so that they can be bio-treated. AOPs have 
the potential to increase subsequent biodegradability of organics, thereby enhancing 
overall mineralization rate of the target contaminants (Mantzavinos & Psillakis, 
2004).  
 
2.3  Commonly used AOPs and mechanisms 
 
Due to various advantages and good performance for refractory chemicals treatment, 
AOPs have been applied in various wastewater treatments in many researches in 
recent years. Here, four commonly used and studied methods would be introduced, 
and the mechanism and influence factors of respective method would also be 
discussed.  
 
2.3.1 UV/H2O2 process 
 
The UV/H2O2 process has been widely used for groundwater and drinking water 
remediation. The UV/H2O2 process mainly rely on the photolysis of H2O2 to generate 
hydroxyl radicals (•OH), which are very effective for the degradation and removal of 
most organic pollutants. Compared with ozone-based processes, the main advantage 
for UV/H2O2 process is no formation of bromate ion from bromide (Symons & Zheng, 
1997; Von Gunten & Hoigne, 1994).  
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During this process, the reaction mechanism involved is shown in the following 
reactions. Ultraviolet radiation is used to cleave the O-O bond in H2O2 and generate 
the hydroxyl radical which can react most of organic compounds.  
H2O2 + hν → 2HO• (4) 
H2O2 + HO• → ΗΟ2• + Η2Ο (5) 
H2O2 +ΗΟ2• → HO• + Η2Ο + Ο2 (6) 
2HO• → H2O2 (7) 
2ΗΟ2• → H2O2 + Ο2 (8) 
HO• + ΗΟ2• → H2O + Ο2 (9) 
 
In general, the higher initial H2O2 concentration, the higher concentration of HO• will 
be produced (Eq. 4), which will degrade and remove more target pollutant compounds 
with higher efficiency. However, it should be mentioned that there is an optimal 
hydrogen peroxide concentration due to the fact that excess H2O2 can inhibit the 
degradation reaction through the formation of HO2• (Eq. 5).  
 
Although UV/H2O2 process is efficient in mineralizing organic pollutants, it has some 
disadvantages as well. Solar light cannot be used as the source of UV light. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the energy provided by solar spectrum was not wide and 
available enough for the photolysis of the oxidizer (Niaounakis & Halvadakis, 2006). 
Besides that, H2O2 has poor UV absorption characteristics and if the wastewater has a 





The major factors affecting this process are: the initial concentration of the target 




2- in the wastewater and reaction time. Therefore, wastewater dilution with 
very high concentration of target pollutant should be considered at an appropriate 
level (Gogate & Pandit, 2004b). Moreover, an optimum dosage exists for H2O2 
applied due to the scavenging effect of excess H2O2 as mentioned before.  
 
In practical research, UV/H2O2 process has been reported to show a good 
performance for decolourization and dyes removal. Daneshvar and his colleagues 
(Daneshvar et al., 2008) investigated the C.I Acid Orange 7 removal by UV/ H2O2 
process. In the study, higher H2O2 concentration up to 2 mmol l
-1 and higher pH at 
alkaline values helped to enhance dye removal efficiency. Rezaee (Rezaee et al., 2008) 
studied the effects of key influence factors for decolorization of Reactive blue 19. 
They discovered that the dye solution could be completely decolorized with optimal 
H2O2 dosage (2.5 mmol l
-1) in less than 30 min.  
 
UV/ H2O2 process has also been used for the degradation of phenolic compounds that 
were detected in olive mill wastewater (Benitez et al, 1998). In a recent study, Ugurlu 
and Kula investigated the effect of key factors on olive mill wastewater treatment 
(Uğurlu & Kula, 2007). They found that almost 90% removal was achieved 
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(H2O2/wastewater = 3 ml/100 ml) under the natural sunlight.  
 
2.3.2 UV/TiO2 process 
 
In UV/TiO2 process, the basic principal is summarized that a titanium peroxide 
semiconductor absorbs UV light and generates hydroxyl radicals which can react with 
target pollutants. The detailed process is shown in the following equations. During 
UV illumination of TiO2, conduction band electrons and valence band holes are 
initially generated (Eq. 10). And then band electrons interact with surface adsorbed 
molecular oxygen to generate superoxide radical anions (Eq. 11), while band holes 
interact with water to generate hydroxyl radical (Eq. 12) (Crittenden et al., 2005): 
TiO2 + hν → ecb + h+ (10) 
ecb + O2 → O2-• (11) 
h+ + H2O → H+ + HO• (12) 
 
In recent years, UV/TiO2 process has been widely used for wastewater treatment. 
UV/TiO2 process has various advantages. Firstly, TiO2 is a cheap, readily available 
material and the photo-generated holes are highly oxidizing. Secondly, the reaction 
could be conducted at the ambient operation conditions and the solar irradiation may 
be used as light source. More important is that TiO2 is capable for oxidation of 
organic compounds into harmless compounds (Chatterjee & Dasgupta, 2005). 
The major factors affecting UV/TiO2 process are: initial organic load, TiO2 dosage, 
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reactor’s design, temperature, pH, light intensity. It should be noted that excess 
catalyst dosage may reduce the amount of energy transferred due to the opacity 
characteristics of TiO2 particles (Gogate and Pandit, 2004a). In addition, reactor’s 
design is also a very important factor for pollutant removal and it should assure that 
uniform irradiation of the catalyst surface (Ray, 1999).  
 
In practical research, UV/TiO2 process has been extensively used to treat olive-oil 
mill wastewater (Marques et al., 1997; Vigo & Cagliari, 1999). El Hajjouji et al 
investigated the treatment of diluted (1/100) olive mill wastewater by UV/TiO2 
process. The results showed that 94% of COD was removed under the 1 g l-1 of TiO2 
dosage after 24 h (El Hajjouji et al., 2008). Chatzisymeon and his colleagues 
(Chatzisymeon et al., 2008) investigated the use of UV/TiO2 process for treatment of 
olive processing wastewater. They found that treatment efficiency was increased with 
decreasing initial COD, increasing catalyst concentration.  
 
UV/TiO2 process was also used to oxidize phenol in wastewater (Laoufi et al., 2008). 
According to the results, almost 99% of the target compound was removed after 4 
hours of irradiation. Photocatalysis was also used to treat the reverse osmosis 
concentrate produced from MBR effluent (Dialynas et al., 2008). They found that 




2.3.3 UV/PS process 
 
Peroxydisulfate (S2O8
2− ion) is a strong oxidant (E0 =2.05 V), which has been used 
widely in the petroleum industry and other types of wastewater treatment (McCallum 
et al., 2000). The peroxydisulfate always exists in the form of salt like ammonium, 
sodium or potassium. 
 
Potassium peroxydisulfate (KPS) recently was shown to be an effective disinfectant 
and it has also been reported to be effective for degrading organics in hazardous 
wastewaters in acidic or alkaline media through direct chemical oxidation (DCO), 
where peroxydisulfate was used as a sacrificial reagent (Lau et al., 2007; Liang et al., 
2007; McCallum et al., 2000). However, the reactions of peroxydisulfate are generally 
slow at normal temperature, the thermal or photochemical-activated decomposition of 
S2O8
2− ion to SO4•− radical has been proposed as a method of accelerating the process 
(Lau et al., 2007), as summarized in the following reactions (Eqs. 13-17): 
S2O8
2-+ Photons or Heat → 2SO4-• (13) 
SO4
−•+ RH2 → SO42−+ H+ + RH• (14) 
RH• + S2O82-→ R + SO42−+ H++ SO4-• (15) 
SO4
−•+ RH → R• + SO42−+ H+ (16) 
2R• → RR(dimer) (17) 
Also, the available oxidants in the solution and its related intermediates were 




−•+ H2O → HSO4−+ OH• (k = 500 ± 60s−1) (18) 
HSO4
−→ H+ + SO42− (19) 
OH• + S2O82-→ HSO4−+ SO4−•+ 1/2O2 (20) 
SO4
−•+ OH• → HSO4−+ 1/2O2 (21) 
2OH• → H2O2 (Except in alkaline solution) (22) 
H2O2 → H2O + 1/2O2 (mostly in acidic solution) (23) 
S2O8
2-+ H2O2 → 2H+ + 2SO42−+ O2 (24) 
 
The main advantage is that in the oxidation process, sulfate ions will be generated as 
the end-product. The SO4
2− is not considered to be a pollutant; according to the 
secondary drinking water standards, USEPA, the maximum concentration of SO4
2− is 
250 mg/L. The major factors affecting the process are light intensity, water pH, and 
temperature, all of which might also affect its decomposition rate. Previous studies 
have showed that photo-oxidative degradation using S2O8
2- is an alternative option 
due to the complete decolorization and mineralization potentials (Chu et al., 2006; 
Liang et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2006). Tan et al investigated the degradation of 
antipyrine in water by UV, UV/H2O2 and UV/PS. According to the results, UV/PS 
could significantly improve the degradation rate compared with UV treatment alone 
(Tan et al., 2013). 
 
2.3.4 Photo-Fenton process 
 
Fenton’s reagent, consisting of ferrous iron (catalyst) and hydrogen peroxide 
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(oxidizing agent), has been known as a powerful oxidant for pollutant removal. The 
mechanism of the Fenton process is reported below (Neyens & Baeyens, 2003; 
Niaounakis & Halvadakis, 2006): 
Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + OH- + HO• (25) 
Fe2+ + HO• → Fe3+ + OH- (26) 
HO• + RH → H2O + R• (27) 
R• + Fe3+→ R+ + Fe2+ (28) 
 
The photo Fenton process involves the HO• formation through photolysis of hydrogen 
peroxide (UV/H2O2) and Fenton reaction (H2O2/Fe
2+).  
Fe3+ + H2O → Fe2+ + H+ + HO• (29)  
Because that Fenton reaction is accelerated by light, photo Fenton reaction showed 
faster rates and higher mineralization potentional over conventional Fenton process 
(Pignatello et al., 2006). The solar irradiation can be used as a light source to drive the 
reaction, which can reduce the operational cost of treatment to some degrees 
(Torrades et al., 2004).  
 
The major parameters affecting Fenton process are pH, Fe2+ dosage, H2O2 dosage, 
initial pollutant concentration and co-existing ions (Gogate and Pandit, 2004a). The 
optimum pH for Fenton processes ranges from 2 to 4 (Niaounakis and Halvadakis, 
2006). Therefore, pH adjustment is usually needed for Fenton processes. Moreover, 
higher Fe2+ and H2O2 concentration could help to increase the pollutant degradation 
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and removal (Lin & Lo, 1997). Some co-existing ions also could affect the 
performance of Fenton process. For example, they could cause the precipitation of 
iron and scavenge the HO• produced during the process (Pignatello et al., 2006).  
 
Despite the drawbacks that Fenton processes present (e.g., strict pH conditions, 
production of iron oxide sludge), Fenton and photo Fenton processes have been used 
for the of various wastewater treatment types of such as landfill leachate, textile, dye 
manufacture, pulp bleaching, and pharmaceutical wastewater. Moreover, these two 
processes are also employed as pretreatment to enhance the biodegradability of 
industrial wastewaters which could be further treated by subsequent biological 
treatment. 
 
Gunes investigated the COD removal from oil recovery industry wastewater using 
Fenton process, and found that 86% reduction of COD was achieved with H2O2 to 
Fe2+ mass ratio equal to 8.7 (w/w) (initial COD = 21000 mg l-1, reaction time =60 min, 
pH = 3) (Gunes, 2008). Ferreira et al investigated the use of photo-Fenton reaction for 
the treatment of olive mill wastewater (OMWW) and found that a color removal 
reached higher than 90% (Ferreira et al., 2008). In another study, El-Gohary et al. 
(2009) investigated the use of Fenton process for the pretreatment of OMWW. COD 
removal up to 83% was achieved, at pH values ranging from 2 to 3 (initial COD = 
23400 mg l-1, reaction time = 90 min, H2O2/Fe
2+ = 10). The heterogeneous photo 
Fenton process was applied for the pretreatment of winery wastewater (Mosteo et al., 
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2008). According to the results, almost 50% decrease of TOC was achieved in the 
presence of 0.1 M H2O2 dosage. Petruzzelli and his colleagues investigated the 
performance of Fenton process for landfill leachate treatment (Petruzzelli et al., 2007). 
In this study, almost 50% COD removal was achieved under the optimal conditions 
(initial COD = 10915 mg l-1, reaction time = 120 min, H2O2/Fe
2+ = 13 w/w, pH = 3.2). 
 
2.3.5 Summary  
 
The use of AOPs in wastewater treatment has achieved more and more attention, 
which can be confirmed by large amount of relevant publications in recent years. 
Among these methods, UV/TiO2 process, UV/H2O2 process and photo-Fenton process 
have been widely used for the treatment of industrial and municipal wastewater as 
described before. The major factors involved are the initial target compounds dosage, 
oxidation reagents dosage, catalysts dosage, the light intensity and the characteristics 
of the wastewater’s solution. Although these factors also have been studied and 
described in some researches, some mechanisms need further exploration to promote 
the application of AOPs in real wastewater treatment.  
 
Based on the above, the future researches about AOPs in wastewater treatment should 
move forward for the development of high cost-effective materials, the use of 
renewable energy sources and the commercialization application of these processes 
(Comninellis et al., 2008). 
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2.4  The need for AOPs application in petrochemical wastewater 
treatment  
 
Wastewater from petroleum refinery always has high concentration of aliphatic and 
aromatic petroleum hydrocarbons, which could lead to heavy pollution on the 
ecosystem. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop some alternative efficient and 
economical methods to remove these pollutants from petroleum refinery effluent. The 
traditional treatments of refinery wastewater are based on the physicochemical 
methods and further biological treatment. Unfortunately, the main drawbacks of these 
conventional methods have been revealed, such as the need for large amount of sludge 
treatment, low efficiencies and reaction rates and a narrow pH operation range 
(Kuyukina et al., 2009).  
 
In recent years, substantial attention has been paid towards the advanced oxidation 
processes (AOPs). They have been proved to be a promising route for the degradation 
of persistent organic pollutants, and the enhancement of wastewater biodegradability. 
The heterogeneous photocatalytic oxidation (HPO) process employing TiO2 and UV 
light has emerged as a promising new route for the degradation of persistent organic 
pollutants, and produces more biologically degradable and less toxic substances (Chin 
et al., 2010; Oller et al., 2006).  
 
Although the effects of several variables such as pH, temperature, light intensity, 
catalyst dosage and pollutant loading on the pollutant removal have been revealed in 
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some real wastewater, a comprehensive investigation and analysis of specific effects 
is still scare to some degrees (Diya’uddeen et al., 2011). Moreover, the application of 
AOPs in petrochemical wastewater treatment is still not sufficient, and a 
comprehensive comparative and systemic exploration and economic cost analysis is 
not very clear. Therefore, several types of AOPs will be conducted to investigate the 
performance feasibility of them in petrochemical wastewater treatment. Furthermore, 






























CHAPTER 3      MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.1 Petrochemical wastewater source and characteristics 
 
The investigated petrochemical wastewater was kindly supplied by a petrochemical 
plant in Malaysia. Wastewater samples were collected when the petrochemical plant 
was operated under normal conditions. Samples were transferred to the laboratory and 
stored under refrigeration (4°C) until use. The characteristics of the petrochemical 
wastewater used in the advanced oxidation experiments were shown in Table 3.1. The 
wastewater presented high levels of sulfide and organic matter content. The COD and 
TOC concentrations are 74,320 and 20,000 mg/L, respectively. The biodegradable 
ratio (BOD5/COD) is about 0.2 (below 0.3), which is not useful for direct biological 
wastewater treatment. 
 
Table 3.1 Characteristics of raw petrochemical wastewater used in this study. 







value 74320 24000 20000 20.8 821.3 72 5 946.4 258 
 
3.2 Reagents and materials 
 
Hydrogen peroxide was supplied by Merck (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), at the 
concentration of 30% (v/v), and stored in refrigeration. Ferrous sulfate heptahydrate 
was supplied by Vetec (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). TiO2 (95.5% (w/w)) and persulfate 
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were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals used were analytical reagent 
(AR) grade. All solutions were prepared with distilled water.  
 
3.3 Experimental procedures 
 
The experiments were carried out in a 250 mL opened batch reactor (Figure 3.1) 
equipped with a magnetic stirrer, and 200 mL sample was used in every batch 
experiment. Ultraviolet radiation was provided by a low pressure mercury lamp (15 W, 
UV-C, 254 nm), located at the centre of the reactor. The light intensity (namely the 
maximum value) in all experiments was 1.5 mW/cm2. Different amount of reagents 
(H2O2, PS, TiO2, or H2O2/Fe
2+) were added to the reactor according to the 
corresponding experiment setup. The selected reagents amount were based on results 
obtained in preliminary batch oxidation experiments. All of the oxidation experiments 
were repeated three times. 
 
In the testing of photo-Fenton system, 0.1 N NaOH and 0.1 N HCl solutions were 
used to adjust pH to around 7.0 to stop the reaction, then catalase from bovine liver 
(Sigma-Aldrich, 40, 200 units/mg) was added to further quench the reaction and 






Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup (L indicates the distance between 
lamp and crystalizing dish) 
  
3.4 Analytical determinations      
 
The solution pH was measured with a Hach HQ11d pH-meter. Determinations of 
COD and BOD5 were carried out according to Standard Methods (APHA, 1998). 
Prior to the COD analysis, the residual H2O2 concentration was quenched with 
catalase. Total organic carbon content (TOC) was measured by Shimadzu TOC 
analyzer, model 5000A. All the experiments in the same conditions were conducted 





3.5 Data analysis 
 
The economic cost analysis for each oxidation method was conducted to choose one 
suitable approach for wastewater treatment. The specific procedure would be 
discussed in section 4.2. As mentioned before, BOD5/COD was defined as the 
biodegradability ratio to assess the bio-treatment potential of wastewater.  
 
Based on some studies (Lafi et al., 2009), first-order kinetic models were applied to 
study variations of TOC and COD with time, in order to clarify the kinetic 
characteristics of the advanced oxidation. The first-order kinetic model has the 
following rate equation: 
−dC(t) / dt= kC(t)       (30) 
where t is time, C is the TOC or COD concentration, and k is the decomposition rate 
constant. Integrating Eq. (1) with the initial condition C(0) = Co, gives a linear 
equation of the form: 
ln(Co/C)= kt           (31) 













CHAPTER 4      RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
4.1 Preliminary comparison experiment 
4.1.1 Lamp comparison 
Low pressure and medium pressure UV lamp comparison 
 
Figure 4.1 Comparative study of low pressure and medium pressure Hg lamp for TOC 
removal by UV/H2O2 process. Experimental conditions: [H2O2]0 =4.5 g/L, pH=6.5, 
temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=40, time=2 h. (L and M indicates low pressure and 
medium pressure Hg lamp, respectively) 
Comparative study of low pressure and medium pressure UV lamps for TOC removal 
under the same light intensity (1.5 mW/cm2) was shown in Figure 4.1. As can be seen, 
the TOC removal reached to 34% under low pressure UV lamp, while the TOC 
removal only reached to 14% under medium pressure lamp. It should be noted that the 
removal percentage for low pressure and medium pressure UV lamps was very low, 































more potential for petrochemical wastewater treatment than medium pressure UV 
lamp. In general, low pressure lamp presented higher efficiency and lower cost 
compared with medium pressure lamp. Therefore, low pressure lamp is more 
appropriate and would be used in all subsequent experiments.  
 
UV-C and UC-A lamp comparison 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Comparative study of UV-C/TiO2 and UC-A/TiO2 on TOC removal in 
petrochemical wastewater. Experimental conditions: TiO2=0.5 g/L, pH=6.5, 
temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=40. 
Figure 4.2 showed comparative study of UV-C/TiO2 and UC-A/TiO2 on TOC 
removal in petrochemical wastewater. As can be seen, UV-C/TiO2 is more suitable for 
petrochemical wastewater treatment compared with UV-A/TiO2. After 2 h treatment, 
the TOC removal for UV-C/TiO2 reached to 13.6%, while 7.5% TOC removal could 

































that the absorption peak of wastewater is closer to 245 nm. It should also be 
mentioned that the TOC removal percentage was also very low without the addition 
of TiO2 (data not shown). 
4.1.2 Dilution factor comparison 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Effect of dilution factors on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 process. 
Experimental conditions: [H2O2]0=4.5g/L, pH=6.5, temperature=25 °C. 
Figure 4.3 indicated the effect of dilution factors on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 
process. The pollutant loading was very high for raw wastewater and hard to eliminate, 
thus diluted wastewater was used for subsequent experiments. As can be seen, the 
dilution factor had a significant effect on TOC removal. Within 2 h treatment, the 
TOC removal increased from 16.1% at dilution of 20 to 50% at dilution of 160. The 
similar increase trend could also be found for 3 h treatment. Therefore, higher dilution 

































Selection of this dilution rate was based upon the fact that for light induced treatment 
systems the very poor visible-and UV-light transmission of the actual (undiluted) 
dyebath is the major drawback for an effective treatment via AOPs (Alaton et al., 
2002). 
 
Based on the comparison experiment above, low pressure UVC lamp, and a dilution 
factor of 40 were used for further preliminary experiments. 
 
4.1.3 Treatment method comparison 
UV/H2O2 process 
 
Figure 4.4 Effect of initial H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 process. 
Experimental conditions: pH=6.5, temperature=25°C, dilution fold=40, time=2 h. 
Figure 4.4 showed the effect of initial H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C/ H2O2 




























Initial H2O2 dosage (mg/L)
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initial H2O2 dosage was applied from 1 g/L to 4.5 g/L. Afterward TOC removal rate 
decreased with higher initial H2O2 dosage(>4.5 g/L), which may be due to the 
scavenger effect of oxidant itself at higher dosage. Previous study reported similar 
observation in treatment of landfill leachate using UV/H2O2 method (Hu et al., 2011). 
In addition, 3 and 4.5 g/L of H2O2 dosages were applied to the batch reactor, the TOC 
removal could reach 50% in 3 hours (data not shown). Although the dilution fold of 
original wastewater was higher, the TOC concentration after dilution was relatively 
high, which reached 500 mg/L. Compared with other studies at the same or less 
amount of TOC loading , the TOC removal in this research is much higher even at 
low light intensity (1.5 mW/cm2). In previous study, the COD removal reached 70% 
at light intensity of 690 mW/ cm2, when treating exhausting oil from heat exchanger 
unit by UV/H2O2 process (Qureshi et al., 2005). 
 
Figure 4.5 Effect of initial H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 process. 
Experimental conditions: pH=6.5, temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=40, time=2 h. 





































process. According to the figure, the TOC removal rate increased quickly along with 
reaction time. Moreover, TOC removal decreased from 40.4% to 21.3% at 3 h when 
initial H2O2 dosage was applied from 3 g/L to 12 g/L. This phenomenon may be due 
to the scavenger effect of oxidant itself at higher dosage. 
 
Figure 4.6 Effect of initial H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 process. 
Experimental conditions: pH=6.5, temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=20, time=3 h. 
Figure 4.6 showed the effect of initial H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C/H2O2 
process. According to the figure, TOC removal decreased slightly with higher H2O2 
dosage under the same time interval. The maximum removal of TOC (24.3%) could 








































UV/TiO2 and UV/H2O2/TiO2 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Comparative studies of UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2 and UV/ H2O2/TiO2 for TOC 
removal by UV/H2O2 process. Experimental conditions: [H2O2]0 =4.5 g/L, pH=6.5, 
temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=40. 
Figure 4.7 illustrated the comparative study of UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2 and UV/ 
H2O2/TiO2 for TOC removal. As can be seen, UV/TiO2 and UV/H2O2/TiO2 processes 
showed a better performance for TOC removal than UV/TiO2 process. Especially, the 
TOC removal can be achieved at 60% after 3 h treatment with UV/TiO2 and 
UV/H2O2/TiO2. Another notable result is that the addition of TiO2 did not promote the 
TOC removal by UV/H2O2 process. Wasi Z. Khan et al found when TiO2 was 
combined with H2O2 for refinery wastewater treatment, the degradation was 
decreased to from 40.68% to 25.35% (W. Z. Khan, Najeeb, Tuiyebayeva, & 
Makhtayeva, 2015). Therefore, it seems that additional H2O2 could not be used as a 




































Figure 4.8 Effect of UV-C/PS on TOC removal in petrochemical wastewater. 
Experimental conditions: [PS]0 =20 mM, pH=6.5, temperature=25°C, dilution 
fold=40. 
The effect of UV-C/PS on TOC removal in petrochemical wastewater was shown in 
Figure 4.8. As can be seen, after 210 min treatment, TOC removal could reach 19.2%, 
21.7% and 29.5% with 5 mM, 10 mM and 20 mM PS, which means that higher PS 


















































Figure 4.9 Effect of H2O2 dosages on TOC removal by UV-C/Fenton process. 
Experimental conditions: [FeSO4]0 =4 mM, pH=2, temperature=25 °C, dilution factor 
is 20 (a) and 40 (b), respectively. 
The effect of H2O2 dosage on TOC removal by UV-C /Fenton process was shown in 
Figure 4.9. As can be seen in Figure 4.9 a, the TOC removal increased significantly in 
2.5 hours. Afterwards the TOC removal changed a little and reached the maximum 
value. The molar ratio of H2O2/Fe





































































the TOC removal, compared with molar ratio of 15. The maximum TOC removal 
achieved was 74% at experimental conditions of molar ratio 45, 4 mM [FeSO4]0, pH 2 
and 20 dilution folds. And similar trends for TOC removal could be discovered for 
40-fold dilution experiment according to Figure 4.9 b, but the time for reaction 
equilibrium was shorter and the maximum TOC removal was higher, which could 
reach 80% at 3 h in this case. Previous report found that operational conditions with 
an initial pH 3.5, molar ratio H2O2/Fe
2+ of 15 and weight ratio R=H2O2/COD at 1.75 
could remove 70% of COD in 30-fold dilution olive mill (COD concentration after 
dilution equal to 2000 mg/L, lower than the dosage of COD in this study, 3700mg/L) 
(Lucas & Peres, 2009). The similar observation could be found in refinery sourwater 
treatment using Fenton and photo-Fenton, which can remove 87% of DOC at about 





Figure 4.10 Comparative study of UV-C/H2O2 and UV-C/Fenton processes on TOC 
removal in petrochemical wastewater. Experimental conditions: [H2O2] =6 g/L, 
pH=6.5, 2 for UV/H2O2 and UV/Fenton, separately, temperature=25 °C, dilution 
fold=40. 
Figure 4.10 indicated the comparative study of UV-C/H2O2 and UV-C/Fenton 
processes on TOC removal in petrochemical wastewater (dilution fold=40). As can be 
seen, after 3h treatment, UV-C/Fenton showed a much better performance than 
UV-C/H2O2 in petrochemical wastewater treatment under the same conditions. 
 
Preliminary conclusions 
(1) The low pressure UV-C lamp should be chosen as appropriate light source for use 
of AOPs in petrochemical treatment according to the UV-TiO2 process. Higher 
dilution fold could favor the treatment of petrochemical wastewater by UV/H2O2 
process. 


































also obvious. The TOC removal rate for UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2, UV/PS and 
photo-Fenton process reached 33.5% (6.0 g/L H2O2), 9.5% (0.2 g/L TiO2), 19.1% (5.4 
g/L PS) and 77.0% (6.1 g/L H2O2 and 0.6 g/L FeSO4) within 2 h under the same light 
intensity (1.5 mW/cm2), respectively. Based on the TOC removal, the photo-Fenton 
should be selected as an alternative method for petrochemical wastewater treatment. 
 
4.2 Cost comparison analysis for four AOPs methods 
 
Most of current researches related to AOPs focus on the pollutant removal efficiency, 
while the economic cost analysis of various methods is relatively scarce. But the 
adoption of the optimal treatment process in the industrial environment ultimately 
would depend on process costs, including electrical cost and chemical cost. This 
aspect is often neglected in the literature and practical researches which compared 
treatment options of industrial or simulated wastewater. From the respective reagent, 
removal performance, post treatment easily or not, the four tested methods were 
analyzed to assess the feasibility of petrochemical wastewater treatment.  
 
Azbar et al investigated pollutant removal and the cost analysis for different AOPs in 
experiments (Azbar N., et al., 2004). In this study, only the operating costs including 
reagent cost and energy consumption during UV process were estimated without 
considering replacement costs of UV lamp and labor costs. The results showed Fenton 
process was recommended as the appropriate method based on the comprehensive 
assessment including COD and color removal and economic analysis. And although 
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UV/H2O2/O3 process achieved the best performance for pollutant removal, the cost is 
very high. Typical costs and characteristics of selected wastewater treatment 
processes have been reviewed previously (Guieysse and Z. Norvill, 2014). According 
to the study, chemical costs for UV/H2O2 process reached 10-1640 US$ m
-3, while 
Fenton process only cost 19-117 US$ m-3.  
 
According to ln(Co/C) = kt (Eq. 31) (Lafi et al., 2009), the first-order rate constant at 
25 °C for TOC removal in each process is calculated and shown in Table 4.1. 
According to the table, photo-Fenton process achieved the highest reaction rate 
constant, which reached 0.0058 min-1, while UV/TiO2 process achieved the lowest 
value, only 0.008 min-1. As mentioned in preliminary comparison experiment, 
photo-Fenton achieved the highest TOC removal rate of 77.0% (6.1 g/L H2O2 and 0.6 
g/L FeSO4), while UV/H2O2 and UV/PS process is followed by photo-Fenton, and the 
TOC removal rate for UV/TiO2 process is relatively low, only 9.5% (0.2 g/L TiO2) 
under the same light intensity. Therefore, based on the pollutant removal rate and 
economic analysis in related literatures, photo-Fenton was screened as an alternative 
method for further study in petrochemical wastewater treatment, so it was selected for 







Table 4.1 The first-order rate constant for TOC removal in each process 
Experiment kTOC (min
-1) R2 
UV/H2O2 (3g/L) 0.0020 0.9936 
UV/TiO2 (200mg/L) 0.0008 0.9886 
UV/PS (20mM) 0.0017 0.9912 
photo-Fenton (30) 0.0058 0.9878 
 
4.3 Optimization experiment by photo-Fenton process 
 
As mentioned before, the main factors affecting the efficiency of photo-Fenton 
process were H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio, H2O2 and Fe
2+ concentrations, pH, UV dosage 
and temperature of the reaction system. Due to high COD concentration in original 
wastewater, the dilution factor was also studied in this research. Therefore, these 
factors were investigated to optimize the photo-Fenton process. 
4.3.1 Effect of H2O2/Fe2+ molar ratio 
 
Based on the results of dilution factor effect showed in the thesis afterwards (higher 
TOC (COD) removal and biodegradability ratio), minimal wastewater volume and 
reasonable engineer design, the dilution factor of 10 was used for the investigation of 
the effects of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio, H2O2 and Fe
2+ dosage, pH and light intensity on 
wastewater treatment. The molar ratio of H2O2/Fe
2+ played an important role in COD 
removal from wastewater sample. Tang and Tassos, Kochany and Lugowski pointed 
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out that optimal H2O2/Fe
2+ ratio had to be maintained to achieve the maximal 
degradation efficiency (Tang and Tassos., 1997; Kochany and Lugowski., 1998). In 
order to study the effect of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio on TOC and COD removal in 
petrochemical wastewater, FeSO4 concentration was kept constant with dosage of 
0.45 g/L.  
 
 
Figure 4.11 Effect of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio on TOC and COD removal by 






































































Figure 4.11 indicated the effect of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio on TOC and COD removal 
in petrochemical wastewater by UV-C/Fenton process. As can be seen, TOC removal 
rate increased with longer reaction time, while COD removal rate increased slowly 
after 3.5 h treatment. It is worth noting that both TOC and COD removal rate 
increased with an increase of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio until 150:1, afterward the removal 
rate decreased with higher H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio. The molar ratio of H2O2/Fe
2+ was 
an essential parameter for COD removal of various wastewater sample. Gulkaya et al. 
showed that the ratio effective for 95% COD removal from carpet dyeing wastewater 
was 95 to 296. Below and above this ratio the treatment was inefficient (Gulkaya et 
al., 2006). Some other researchers also showed the different ratio for the treatment of 
specific wastewater. Casero et al. reported that the required molar ratio for the 
oxidation of amine was around 5–40. For the removal of azo dye active yellow 
lightfast 2KT, a wide range of molar ratio (5.8–340) was required (Kuo, 1992; 
Solozhenko et al., 1995). Tang and Huang showed that the effective ratio 5–11(w/w) 
for treatment of chlorinated aliphatic organics, whereas Tang and Tossos suggested 
molar ratio 2:1–5:1 for bromoform oxidation (Tang & Tassos, 1997). So H2O2/Fe2+ 
molar ratio in wide variation played a key role in waste degradation depending on the 
types of waste, as well as pollutants loads.  
 
After 2 h and 4 h treatment, the maximum TOC and COD removal can be achieved, at 
65.6% and 65.4%, respectively. In fact, petrochemical wastewater is a mixture 
solution contained various organic compounds. At the H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio of more 
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than 150, the TOC and COD removal decreased. The probable reason behind this may 
be insufficient OH• radical was produced (Eq. (1)) due to lack of FeSO4 in the 
reaction medium. On the other hand when the molar ratio of H2O2/Fe
2+ was low, the 
total COD removal decreased as well. This is probably due to the fact that, the excess 
FeSO4 concentration can help to produce hydroperoxyl radical [HO2•] (Eq. (8)), 
which has less oxidation capacity than hydroxyl radical.  
 
Table 4.2 showed the first-order rate constant for TOC and COD removal under 
different H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio. As can be seen, the maximum rate constant value for 
TOC and COD can be achieved at ratio 150, which reached to 0.00388 and 0.0048 
min-1, respectively. Above or below this molar ratio, the k value decreased.  
Table 4.2 Initial pseudo-first-order rate constants (k1) obtained from TOC and COD 






kTOC (min-1) R2 kCOD (min-1) R2 
60 0.0021 0.9222 0.0034 0.9846 
100 0.0022 0.8622 0.0031 0.9934 
150 0.0038 0.9199 0.0048 0.9554 
200 0.0031 0.9174 0.0038 0.9831 
250 0.0024 0.8623 0.0046 0.9795 
 
As mentioned before, BOD5/COD ratio was a key factor for wastewater treatment, 




ratio on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton process. As can be seen, after treatment 
with ratio 60 and 100, no significant change was found for the biodegradability of 
wastewater. However, the biodegradability was greatly increased with the molar ratio 
of 100, 150 and 200, and after 4 h treatment, the biodegradability ratio could reach 0.3 
or above. In this case, the higher molar ratio was proven to be favorable for 
subsequent biological treatment. Therefore, H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio of 150:1 was 
chosen for further experiment to find out the proper H2O2 and FeSO4 dosage for better 
TOC and COD removal. 
 
Figure 4.12 Effect of H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton 
process. Experimental conditions: [FeSO4]0=2 mM, temperature=25°C, dilution 
fold=10. 
4.3.2 Effect of H2O2 and Fe2+ concentrations 
 
To get a satisfactory COD removal, not only the required H2O2/Fe
2+ ratio is important 






























of OH• (Mandal., 2010).To determine the effect of H2O2 or Fe2+ concentration on 
TOC and COD removal in petrochemical wastewater, the H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio was 
kept as the constant value of 150:1. Figure 4.13 showed the effect of H2O2 and Fe
2+ 
concentration on TOC and COD removal by UV-C /Fenton process. As showed in 
figure, the TOC and COD removal rate increased with the reaction time. Higher H2O2 
and Fe2+ dosage could promote the TOC and COD removal at the constant molar ratio. 
Moreover, the highest TOC and COD reached 81.7% and 90.9% with 40 g/L of H2O2 
and 0.45 g/L of Fe2+. And from the viewpoint of the rate, the TOC removal showed a 
higher rate within 2 h, which was in agreement with the COD removal. After 2 h, the 
TOC and COD removal rates presented a slowly decrease trend. At the dosage of 10 
g/L H2O2 and 0.11 g/L Fe
2+, the TOC and COD removal rate reached 24.5% and 
42.0%, which were 3.5 and 2.3 times lower than the maximal TOC and COD removal 
performance, separately. As can be seen, the TOC removal showed a higher increase 








Figure 4.13 Effect of H2O2 and Fe
2+ dosage on TOC and COD removal by 
UV-C/Fenton process. Experimental conditions: H2O2/Fe
2+=150, temperature=25 °C, 
dilution fold=10. 
Table 4.3 showed the first-order rate constant for TOC and COD under different H2O2 
and Fe2+ dosage. As can be seen, the maximum rate constant value for TOC and COD 
were 0.0088 and 0.0104 min-1. Another notable result was that the first-order rate 
constant for TOC and COD increased with higher H2O2 and Fe
2+ dosage. The value of 






























10g/L H2O2, 0.11 g/L Fe2+
20g/L H2O2, 0.23 g/L Fe2+
30g/L H2O2, 0.34 g/L Fe2+































10g/L H2O2, 0.11 g/L Fe2+
20g/L H2O2, 0.23 g/L Fe2+
30g/L H2O2, 0.34 g/L Fe2+
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precision exists.  
Table 4.3 Initial pseudo-first-order rate constants (k1) obtained from TOC and COD 
removal after 4 h treatment with photo-Fenton process at different initial H2O2 and 
Fe2+ dosage. 
H2O2 and Fe2+ dosage 
TOC COD 
kTOC (min-1) R2 kCOD (min-1) R2 
10 g/L H2O2, 0.11 g/L Fe2+ 0.0010 0.9368 0.0010 0.9368 
20 g/L H2O2, 0.23 g/L Fe2+ 0.0038 0.9201 0.0038 0.9201 
30 g/L H2O2, 0.34 g/L Fe2+ 0.0072 0.9733 0.0072 0.9733 
40 g/L H2O2, 0.45 g/L Fe2+ 0.0088 0.7739 0.0104 0.9748 
 
Figure 4.14 showed the effect of H2O2, Fe
2+ concentration on BOD5/COD ratio by 
UV-C /Fenton process. As can be seen, the BOD5/COD ratio increased after 
photo-Fenton process treatment. The initial BOD5/COD was a bit low, which implied 
that petroleum wastewater was difficult to be treated by biological treatment. After 
treatment, the biodegradability was enhanced and the BOD5/COD ratio increased 
even to 0.35 within 2 h. When 40 g/L H2O2 and 0.45 g/L Fe
2+ was used, the 
BOD5/COD ratio reached 0.36 at 2 h, then decreased to 0.27 at 4 h. The increase in 
BOD5/COD ratio was due to the de-composition of the complex molecules into 
simple ones. While the BOD5/COD ratio was decreased in some instances due to the 
formation of some more refractory intermediate products and this may be induced by 
different reaction pathways depending on the change of H2O2 dosage 
(Lipczynska-Kochany and Bolton, 1992). On the whole, photo-Fenton could be a 




Figure 4.14 Effect of H2O2 and Fe
2+ dosage on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton 
process. Experimental conditions: H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio=150, temperature=25°C, 
dilution fold=10. 
4.3.3 Effect of pH 
 
Previous research revealed that pH can affect the treatment efficiency of Fenton 
system in pollutant treatment. The role of pH on the reaction system is very important, 
since pH played an important role in OH• production (Kochany & Lugowski, 1998; 
Solozhenko et al., 1995; Tekin et al., 2006). To determine the effect of pH on 
pollutant removal and biodegradability enhancement in petrochemical wastewater 
treatment, pH values including 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were choose to study their performance 
in Fenton system. 
 
Effect of pH on TOC and COD removal by UV-C /Fenton process was shown in 
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value. At pH 3, the TOC and COD removal rate could reach 66.8% and 75.3% 
separately. Furthermore, the TOC removal rate presented a similar trend with COD 
change. 
 
It was observed that the optimum pH was 3 at which maximum COD reduction has 
been achieved. It was also observed that, for pH greater than 4, the degradation of 
TOC was reduced (Mandal et al., 2010). The reasons could be the reduced generation 
rate of hydroxyl radical (OH•) because of the formation of the ferric hydroxo 
complexes, which subsequently form Fe(OH)4 at higher pH (Kochany & Lugowski, 
1998). Moreover, when pH was too low, the degradation of the waste was also less. 
This may be due to the formation of complex species {Fe(H2O)6}
2+, which reacts 
more slowly with peroxide compared to that of {Fe(OH)(H2O)5}
2+. Thus pH 3 was 







Figure 4.15 Effect of pH on TOC and COD removal by UV-C/Fenton process. 
Experimental conditions: H2O2 concentration=40 g/L, FeSO4 concentration=0.45 g/L, 
temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=10. 
The biodegradability change in petrochemical wastewater by different pH treatment 
can be seen in Figure 4.16. The BOD5/COD ratio increased from 0.20 to 0.32. On the 




































































treatment was improved after 4 h treatment, indicating that low pH could improve the 
biodegradability. Therefore, pH 3 was chosen for petrochemical wastewater treatment 
by photo-Fenton system in this research. In this case, the initial pH was adjusted to be 
in acidic range (3–4) to generate the maximum amount of HO• to oxidize the organic 
compounds. And in particular the optimal value of pH was 3.5, which was in 
agreement with previous results obtained in other studies using Fenton’s reagent 
(Bautista, Mohedano, Gilarranz, Casas, & Rodriguez, 2007; Peres, Melo de Carvalho, 
Boaventura, & Costa, 2004). After proper pretreatment by AOPs at optimized pH 
with acidic range, the wastewater treatment could be followed by subsequent 
biological treatment directly through the addition of lime, or introduced into 
municipal wastewater treatment plant (Diya’uddeen et al., 2015). Del Moro et al also 
revealed that biological degradation integrated with AOPs could offer better 
performances for landfill leachate treatment. 
 
Figure 4.16 Effect of pH on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C /Fenton process. Experimental 
conditions: H2O2/Fe
























4.3.4 Effect of light intensity 
 
Many researches indicated that light intensity is a very important factor for AOPs. In 
many case, light intensity is directly related to the photon intensity, which can affect 
the production and quantity of radicals. Light with different wavelengths can be 
absorbed by different functional groups, which lead to the breakdown of functional 
group. Therefore, UV wavelength and dosage as important parameter for pollutant 
removal need to be studied.  
 
Figure 4.17 showed the effect of light intensity on TOC and COD removal by 
UV-C/Fenton process. As showed in figure, the TOC and COD removal rate 
increased with the reaction time. Firstly, the TOC and COD removal rate increased 
until the light intensity reached 1.0 mW/cm2, then decreased with higher light 
intensity. This can be explained by the saturated UV dosage. No light was applied to 
the reaction system, namely Fenton process, the TOC and COD removal rate could 
reach 45 and 67%. The addition of light could enhance the pollutant removal. As can 





Figure 4.17 Effect of light intensity on TOC and COD removal by UV-C /Fenton 
process. Experimental conditions: H2O2 concentration=40 g/L, FeSO4 concentration 
=0.45 g/L, temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=10. 
Effect of light intensity on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton process was shown is 
Figure 4.18. As can be seen, the biodegradability ratio was increased from initial 







































































biodegradability of petrochemical wastewater to some degrees. 
 
When light intensity of 0.5 mW/cm2 was applied, the biodegradability ratio increased 
from 0.20 to 0.48, while the improvement from 0.20 to 0.40 could be achieved at light 
intensity of 1.0 mW/cm2. Based on the pollutant removal and biodegradability change, 
light intensity of 1.5 mW/cm2 was chosen to be applied for petrochemical wastewater 
treatment. 
 
Figure 4.18 Effect of light intensity on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C /Fenton process. 
Experimental conditions: H2O2 concentration=40 g/L, FeSO4 concentration=0.45 g/L, 
temperature=25°C, dilution fold=10. 
 
4.3.5 Effect of dilution factor 
 
Due to high COD and TOC concentration in petrochemical wastewater, and the 
operation convenience, the effect of wastewater dilution factor on TOC and COD 


























were used to study their treatment performance. As can be seen in Figure 4.19, the 
TOC and COD removal rate increased with higher dilution factors under the same 
condition. The maximum removal rate for TOC and COD was achieved at 40-folds 
dilution of wastewater. When the dilution factor was 5, the TOC and COD removal 
was only 33% and 23% separately, while the TOC and COD removal rate increased to 
84.3% and 83.2% with 20-fold dilution. Similar results related to dilution of high 
concentration pollutants could also be found in the previous research (Lucas & Peres, 
2009). In their study, olive wastewater was diluted 30 folds to make the COD 
concentration decrease from 60 g/L to 2 g/L, in order to investigate the treatment 
performance of Fenton process. Therefore, considered the ease of operation, minimal 
wastewater volume, reaction time and reasonable engineer design, 10-fold dilution 
was determined for further exploration. If the reaction time was set shorter even in 1h, 






Figure 4.19 Effect of dilution factor on TOC and COD removal by UV-C/Fenton 
process. Experimental conditions: H2O2 concentration=40 g/L, FeSO4 concentration 
=0.45 g/L, temperature=25 °C, dilution fold=10. 
Effect of dilution fold on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton process was shown in 
Figure 4.20. As can be seen, the biodegradability ratio increased from initial value 





































































obvious change was found under 5-fold dilution conditions. And a little decrease was 
found under 5-fold dilution conditions after 2 h and 3 h treatment. Thus, 10-fold 
dilution could be used for further experiment. 
 
Figure 4.20 Effect of dilution fold on BOD5/COD ratio by UV-C/Fenton process. 
Experimental conditions: H2O2 concentration=40 g/L, FeSO4 concentration=0.45 g/L, 



































CHAPTER 5      CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 




5.1.1 Comparison experiment 
The TOC removal percentage for UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2, UV/PS and photo-Fenton 
process reached 33.5% (6.0 g/L H2O2), 9.5% (0.2 g/L TiO2), 19.1% (5.4 g/L PS) and 
77.0% (6.1 g/L H2O2 and 0.6 g/L FeSO4) within 2 h under the same light intensity 
(1.5mW/cm2), respectively. The distinction for TOC removal is obvious, so 
photo-Fenton system can be used as an alternative oxidation approach for 
petrochemical wastewater treatment among the selected processes. 
5.1.2 Cost beneficial analysis for four methods 
From the viewpoint of cost comparison in the literature, and the comprehensive 
assessment of TOC removal percentage and the first-order rate constant for four 
methods, photo-Fenton was selected for subsequent optimization among the four 
tested AOPs methods. 
5.1.3 Operational conditions optimization 
The optimized photo-Fenton condition was pH=3.0, dilution fold=10, H2O2/Fe
2+ 
molar ratio of 150, H2O2 dosage of 40 g/L, FeSO4 dosage of 0.45 g/L, UV dosage of 
1.5 mW/cm2. The maximum TOC and COD removal rate could reach 77% and 89%, 
respectively under the optimized condition. Meanwhile, the biodegradability ratio was 
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increased through Fenton process, even to above 0.35. In addition, the reaction rate 
constant for TOC and COD removal reached 0.0088 min-1 and 0.0104 min-1. 
5.1.4 Kinetic study 
A simple kinetic analysis based on TOC and COD removal was carried out. 
Compared with UV/H2O2, UV/TiO2 and UV/PS processes, photo-Fenton process 
achieved the highest reaction rate constant, which reached 0.0058 min-1. A 
pseudo-first-order equation can be used to describe well the Fenton process. 
 
5.2 Limitations and Recommendations 
 
In this thesis, the focus of the research was on comparative study of UV/H2O2, 
UV/TiO2, UV/PS and photo-Fenton processes for the petrochemical wastewater 
treatment, with an attempt to investigate the effect of some important operation 
factors including light intensity, pH, H2O2/Fe
2+ molar ratio, H2O2 and Fe
2+ 
concentration, dilution folds on pollutant removal by photo-Fenton system. Due to 
time limit, some other factors such as temperature was not involved, and the 
combination with subsequent biological treatment to investigate the whole 
performance of photo-Fenton and biological method was also not studied. Moreover, 
this research was conducted by batch experiment and was not yet conducted 
large-scale investigation for practical application. The industrial application 
parameters related to transformation from lab experiment to practical application need 
further investigation as well.  
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In view of these limitations, additional studies as described below could be conducted 
in the future to expand the work conducted in this thesis.  
1) This research mainly conducted the AOPs as the preliminary treatment step for 
the whole wastewater treatment. No subsequent biological treatment was investigated 
to see the whole performance when AOPs was combined with biological treatment.  
2) In most researches, two approaches were always adapted for comparison study. 
One approach is AOPs as pretreatment step followed by biological treatment, the 
other is biological treatment followed by AOPs treatment. Thus, comparative study 
for two approaches should be further studied to reflect the performance and finish the 
process design.  
3) In this research, the AOPs performance was evaluated based on BOD, TOC and 
COD. Besides these three, turbidity change, and toxicity assessment after treatment 
need to be investigated as well in the further study. It is also interesting to identify the 
organic compounds present in the samples and to compare the degradation efficiency 
of AOPs for different compounds; which would help understand more the 
mechanisms and optimize operation factors.  
4) This research was conducted by batch experiment, so that it couldn’t reflect the 
real treatment process. Thus in the future, a pilot-scale reactor, at least a flow through 
reactor in laboratory can be used to simulate the real wastewater treatment process. In 
this case, the results could reflect the real performance and provide a better proof for 
further application. 
5) The toxicity of treated wastewater should also be assessed, in order to explore the 
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treatment performance of AOPs in more details. In this case, the results could provide 
a robust proof for further application. 
6) In this study, dilution factor was used to investigate the treatment performance of 
Fenton process. And the wastewater was diluted with ionized water. In future study, 
municipal wastewater could be used to dilute the petrochemical wastewater, then to 
explore the feasibility of treatment and potential with more environment friendly 
dilution methods. If possible, this dilution method could bring out more benefits such 
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